Abstract-Efficient diagnosis procedures are crucial both for volume and for in-field diagnosis. In either case the underlying test strategy should provide a high coverage of realistic fault mechanisms and support a low-cost implementation. Built-in self-diagnosis (BISD) is a promising solution, if the diagnosis procedure is fully in line with the test flow. However, most known BISD schemes require multiple test runs or modifications of the standard scan-based test infrastructure. Some recent schemes circumvent these problems, but they focus on deterministic patterns to limit the storage requirements for diagnostic data. Thus, they cannot exploit the benefits of a mixed-mode test such as high coverage of non-target faults and reduced test data storage. This paper proposes a BISD scheme using mixed-mode patterns and partitioning the test sequence into "weak" and "strong" diagnostic windows, which are treated differently during diagnosis. As the experimental results show, this improves the coverage of non-target faults and enhances the diagnostic resolution compared to state-of-the-art approaches. At the same time the overall storage overhead for input and response data is considerably reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
A seamless interplay between efficient test and diagnosis techniques is the key to a fast yield ramp-up of the manufacturing process. Also for in-field diagnosis a fine-grained chip-level diagnosis is of growing importance. In a recent research project funded by the German Government, for example, companies of the complete supply chain work together to improve the analytic and diagnostic capabilities of electronic control units (ECUs) in automobiles down to chip and logic level [8] . Ideally, a single test run should provide enough information to analyze failures with a high diagnostic resolution.
With respect to testing, built-in self-test (BIST) offers many advantages, such as low cost test application and reuse of the test infrastructure throughout all phases of the system life cycle. While pure pseudo-random BIST, also referred to as LBIST, may be affected by insufficient fault coverage, a fully deterministic test may require too much storage, even if the test patterns are highly compressed. Mixed-mode BIST combines the advantages of pseudo-random and deterministic test. Here, pseudo-random patterns are used to cover most of the faults, including non-target faults, and deterministic patterns are needed only for the hard to test faults. Many powerful approaches for mixedmode BIST have been proposed, most of them reusing the pseudo-random pattern generator as part of the decompressor for encoded deterministic test data. Examples can be found in [14] [33] .
Concerning diagnosis, most of the schemes for built-in diagnosis follow a multi pass strategy. The test configuration is changed during repeated test runs to identify the failing scan cells or vectors in a first step [5] [31] . Smart compaction schemes allow a more efficient identification of failing scan cells during embedded test, but here the output data are evaluated for each pattern or even for each scan cycle [19] [25] [28] . In direct diagnosis, the fault location in the logic is directly determined from a compacted test response [6] [7] . Signature-based diagnosis, for example, computes a MISR signature for each pattern and performs diagnosis directly on the failing signatures [7] . However, as a reference signature is needed for each test pattern, this scheme is not suitable for an autonomous built-in self-diagnosis (BISD).
To reduce the amount of reference data to be stored, the XP-SISR scheme introduces extreme space compaction before generating the signatures [12] . In contrast to that in [9] [10] a window-based diagnosis is proposed, where signatures are computed and analyzed for contiguous subsequences of several patterns. Both the XP-SISR and the window-based diagnosis scheme work with considerably reduced response data and support a fully autonomous BISD in a single test run. Nevertheless, combining these schemes with mixed-mode BIST is not straightforward, because long sequences of pseudo-random patterns would drive the stor-age requirements for the response data beyond acceptable limits. Therefore these schemes are implemented using rather short pseudo-random sequences only, and the pseudorandom test is treated in the same way as the deterministic test. This results in a two-fold hardware penalty. On the one hand, the test data storage for the deterministic patterns is larger than necessary, and on the other hand, the response data for the pseudo-random sequence grow extremely high even for a limited number of patterns.
A recent approach for volume diagnosis in conjunction with LBIST addresses this problem by working only on a sample of the pseudo-random patterns [3] . But failures outside the sample space must be analyzed in a second pass.
This paper presents a new approach to combine mixedmode BIST with a fully autonomous BISD. The test is partitioned into "strong" and "weak" diagnostic windows, which are treated differently. Experimental results show that this way the overall storage requirements for deterministic test data and for response data can be minimized while keeping high fault coverage and providing a high diagnostic resolution in a single test run.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II summarizes the basic ideas of the underlying diagnostic procedure for deterministic patterns. Subsequently, the new approach for mixed-mode diagnosis is introduced in Section III. Finally, Section IV presents an experimental study validating the new approach.
II. BACKGROUND
The new scheme for mixed-mode diagnosis uses the window-based diagnosis proposed in [9] [10], which is fully compatible with the STUMPS architecture [4] . The test is partitioned into windows W 1 , ..., W N , and for each window a cumulative signature is computed and compacted as shown in Figure 1 . At the end of each window the obtained MISR signature is copied to a shadow-MISR. While the test continues normally with the next window, the shadow MISR runs in autonomous mode as long as the first pattern is applied. As demonstrated in [10] , this way fault effects are distributed over the MISR randomly, and it is sufficient to observe only o bits of the shadow-MISR. The observed bits are compared to the respective reference data stored in the response memory. If a mismatch is detected, the complete signature is stored in the fail memory together with the index of the test window.
The diagnostic analysis of the fail memory is based on the conditional stuck-at fault model [17] . For each line v, the conditional stuck-at faults cond_0_v and cond_1_v are considered, where the condition cond describes arbitrary Boolean or timing properties. If cond is met, the fault is active and the line is forced to either 0 or 1. For instance, (v -1 =0 v=1)_0_v describes a slow-to-rise fault. To deal with complex defect mechanisms a relationship between observed fault effects and activating patterns can be established in cond. For a pattern sequence P = (p 1 , ..., p n ) and a circuit line v, the conditional stuck-at fault (p i | P)_0_v sets v to '0' as long as p i is active in the pattern sequence P. In the same way, the conditional stuck-at fault (p i | P)_1_v sets v to '1' when the pattern p i occurs in P.
As an entry in the fail memory corresponds to an observed signature S obs (W) for a window W = (p 1 , …, p n ), the conditional stuck-at faults (p 1 | W)_0_v, …, (p n | W)_0_v and (p 1 | W)_1_v, …, (p n | W)_1_v are analyzed for each circuit line v. The impact of the individual faults on the reference signature can be pre-computed and stored, such that the final diagnosis step consists in finding all combinations of faults which can explain the difference S obs (W) S ref (W) to the full reference signature. This corresponds to solving a system of linear equations, and if a solution is found for a given line v, this line is identified as a candidate fault location. The number of windows, in which line v is a candidate fault location, is used as a measure of evidence. The higher the evidence score is, the more likely a fault at line v is in fact the real cause of the failure, and is consequently ranked higher in the candidate list. If two faults explain the same number of windows, then the fault sensitized less often is considered the more likely candidate.
To have a unique solution for the mentioned systems of equations, the number of variables should be less than or equal to the number of equations, which implies that the number of patterns in a window should be less than or equal to the number of bits in the MISR signature. Therefore this approach is suitable for deterministic test or mixed-mode test with short pseudo-random sequences. Applying it directly to long pseudo-random sequences would result in an extremely high volume of response data.
III. NEW APPROACH
The benefit of pseudo-random patterns in mixed-mode BIST is two-fold. On the one hand, they reduce the storage requirements for deterministic test data, and on the other hand, the potential coverage of non-target faults improves the test quality. To retain these advantages, the diagnosis approach presented in this section addresses mixed-mode patterns, which contain long pseudo-random sequences. Clearly, the key challenge is keeping the size of the response memory feasible without dropping important information on non-target faults in the pseudo-random sequence. The main idea to achieve this goal is to identify regions of the pseudo-random test that provide essential diagnostic information. As a heuristic measure the detection profile for a given set of target faults F is used. "Strong" windows are determined, such that each target fault is covered by at least one "strong" window. The algorithm consists of a test generation, a partitioning, and the actual diagnosis step.
A. Test Generation
To generate a mixed-mode test with r pseudo-random patterns, first r patterns produced by the pseudo-random pattern generator of the target BIST architecture are fault simulated against a set of target faults F. The generated pseudo-random test is denoted by T rand (r), and the subset of detected faults by F rand (r). Then ATPG patterns are determined for the remaining hard to detect faults F hard (r). The obtained deterministic test set is denoted by T det (r).
B. Partitioning
The basic procedure to partition the test into "strong" and "weak" diagnostic windows works as follows.
(a) In a first step the "essential" random patterns are extracted from T rand (r).
Definition: A subset E rand (r) in T rand (r) is called essential, if the patterns in E rand (r) detect all faults in F rand (r) and E rand (r) is a set of minimum cardinality with this property.
As computing E rand (r) corresponds to solving a complex covering problem, the set of essential random patterns is approximated during fault simulation, using only those patterns of T hard (r) which detect a new fault.
(b) Each essential pattern in E rand (r) defines a strong diagnostic window of length n = 2 k . To simplify control, the strong windows are positioned around the essential patterns, such that the starting index of a window is a multiple of 2 k (see Figure 2) . I.e. if t j is an essential pattern, then the window around t j starts with pattern t i , where i = 2 k · ( j div 2 k ), and t j has position j mod 2 k in the window. (c) To keep as much diagnostic information as possible on non-target faults, all random patterns between two strong diagnostic windows are treated as one "weak" diagnostic window. Thus, the size of a weak window can be a multiple of 2 k , and a signature is generated only at the end of a weak diagnostic window. (d) Finally, the deterministic patterns T det (r) are divided into diagnostic windows of size 2 k , which are also referred to as strong windows. Overall, the test is then structured as shown in Figure 3 . To minimize the number of strong windows, the number of essential random and deterministic patterns can be further reduced by reverse order fault simulation of the patterns in E rand (r) T det (r) against F. Deleting unnecessary patterns provides reduced sets E rand * (r) and T det * (r) as the basis for the strong windows. The overall partitioning flow then proceeds as shown in Figure 4 .
The size of the response memory is determined not only by the number of strong windows, but also by their distribution in the pseudo-random sequence. As the weak windows can have varying size, additional control information is necessary to identify the beginning of weak and strong windows. If the number of strong diagnostic windows is large, this information is provided by tagging all patterns in the pseudo-random sequence with index 0 mod 2 k appropriately with one extra bit. If only few strong diagnostic windows are needed, alternatively the index of the starting pattern (div 2 k ) can be stored with the compacted signature in the response memory. 
C. Diagnosis
If faulty signatures are observed at the end of both weak and strong diagnostic windows, then the diagnosis procedure of Section II is applied to the strong windows only. Fault simulation of the weak windows is used to validate the results. If several candidate fault locations can explain the faulty behavior with the same probability, then the reference signatures of the weak windows are analyzed in more detail to improve the diagnostic resolution. For this purpose the conditional stuck-at faults (p 1 
are simulated for all affected weak windows W and all candidate fault locations v identified by the analysis of the strong windows.
If a faulty signature appears only at the end of a weak window, then the direct diagnosis procedure described in [18] is applied (or any other direct diagnosis procedure that works on larger windows).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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In all experiments reported below, the set of target faults F comprises all stuck-at faults. Furthermore, 32-bit MISRs are used, and the test is partitioned into blocks of n = 32 patterns. Consequently, strong diagnostic windows always contain 32 patterns, and weak diagnostic windows contain a multiple of 32 patterns.
To analyze the impact of the pseudo-random patterns on the test data storage, a mixed-mode BIST with 4096 pseudorandom patterns as used in [10] is compared to one with 100000 pseudo-random patterns. Table II shows the achieved fault coverage after applying the complete test and the characteristics of the deterministic test set T det * (r) for r = 4096 and r = 100000 pseudo-random patterns. The fault coverage is identical in both cases, as the same commercial ATPG tool was used to detect as many faults in F hard (r) as possible. For the respective deterministic test sets both the number of patterns and the overall number of specified bits are provided. As the table shows, for all circuits, the use of a larger number of inexpensive pseudorandom patterns decreases the overall number of specified bits and thus the expected size of the seed memory.
Concerning diagnosis, the test with the short pseudorandom sequence is treated in the same way as in [10] , i.e. the complete test is partitioned into 32-pattern windows. For the test with the long pseudo-random sequence, the strong and weak diagnostic windows are identified according to the method presented in Section III. Table III shows the results when 8 bits of the MISR are observed (o = 8) as recommended in [10] .
For each window, 8 bits of the reference signature have to be stored in the response memory. So the number of windows corresponds to the reference data in bytes. Additionally, for the proposed approach each 32-pattern block must be tagged with one extra bit to identify the starting positions of strong windows. Therefore, the amount of control data in bytes is given by the overall number of patterns divided by 32 · 8.
Here SM denotes the estimated size of the seed memory, RM the size of the response memory, and the overall size of seed and response memory. All entries are given in bytes. Comparing the overall memory requirements, it can be observed, that the mixed-mode BIST with 100000 patterns reduces the overall cost for all cases.
In order to analyze the diagnostic accuracy, a total of 400 faults have been randomly and uniformly injected into each circuit. The fault set consists of 100 stuck-at faults, 100 crosstalk faults, 100 delay, and 100 wired-AND faults. The depth of the fail memory has been set to 100. That is, a maximum of 100 faulty responses, either from strong or weak windows can be stored in the fail memory and subsequently used for logic diagnosis. A fault is considered as correctly diagnosed, if it is one of the top 5 fault candidates in the ranked list after the responses in the fail memory have been analyzed. The diagnostic resolution is then computed as the percentage of faults that have been correctly diagnosed. Table V summarizes the results and compares them to the results achieved by the method proposed in [10] . Here 4096 pseudo-random patterns are used and the complete test is partitioned into windows of 32 patterns. Table V shows that the proposed method slightly reduces the diagnostic for stuck-at faults in five cases (p100k, p269k, p295k, p286k, and p330k), which can be explained by the deletion of some of the stuck-at patterns. However, the diagnostic resolution for non-target faults is considerably improved, except in one case (delay faults in p286k).
Finally Table VI evaluates the impact of the weak windows. Column two lists the number of additionally detected non-target faults, while column 3 provides the number of faults which cannot be diagnosed correctly by analyzing the strong windows only. To achieve this improvement, the information obtained from the weak windows has been applied to the top 50 candidates identified by analyzing the strong windows only. Overall, the results show that the weak windows can both improve the defect coverage and diagnostic resolution. 
